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Welcome
to the PCS breakfast briefing
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Meet our speakers…

Editor the founding editor of 
Hole & Corner

Workflow Specialist



Today’s 
agenda
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09:30am 

10:00am

10:30am

10:40am

09:30am SEAN:
Introduction

IAN:
How magazines 

launches in 
easier times

MARK:
Independent 

disruptors and 
challenges

SEAN:
Summary

Q&A



Hello!
I am Sean Briggs
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MD of Creative Workflows



Massive 
cultural 
change, 
massive 
technical 
change.
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1984
2018

Software evolves and innovates



Design is FREED…
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• Efficiency
• Productivity
• Creativity cycle
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Magazines: then and now

Ian Birch



8Generation Smash Hits
first issue November 1978
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Launches
• Gut instinct, unshakeable conviction & risk-taking
• Visionary with groundbreaking idea
• Invent a new market
• Anticipate & satisfy a new need
• Lean team of people you’re nervous of
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The consumer comes first
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Respect your audience



16Create a unique voice
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Create a unique look
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Don’t leave the cover to the end



19Just Seventeen 
first issue October 1983



20Heat: first issue February 1999



21‘Posh’ to the rescue



22Grazia: first issue January 2005



23‘News’



24‘…with shoes’
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Every issue needs to be an event
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‘Culture-defining’
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Remember what makes 
a magazine unique
Exceptional photography

The tactile



28‘Culture-defining’
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What makes a magazine unique

Relief from the screen
Power to surprise
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Never compromise on quality
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Good luck!



Independent disruptors 
and challengers
How to launch a magazine in difficult times



1. What is a magazine?
2. Digital transforming 
the traditional
3. The Hole & Corner 
story: idea into reality



WHAT IS A MAGAZINE?

It’s no longer enough just to be a magazine. 

The print ad model is no longer relevant.

It’s not just about brand extensions – it’s about being a 
multifacted, multi-channel brand:

• Digital

• Events / Experiential

• Partnerships / Branded content



What does a partnership look like?



WHAT IS A MAGAZINE?

PARTNERSHIPS / BRANDED CONTENT:

The magazine as agency:

• Workshops and events

• ‘Advertorial’

•Collaborations



Digital transforming 
the traditional
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Use social media to your advantage

Digital offers both audience targeting and a route to market

Direct distribution

Play on the paradox
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EMBRACE DIGITAL



Audience insights



The Hole & Corner story:
idea into reality 
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THE HOLE & CORNER STORY

Hole & Corner is dedicated to ‘celebrity craft, beauty 
passion and skill’ within the creative industries – a 
magazine and a lifestyle brand incorporating events, 
consultancy, film and design services.



Establish your point of difference



ESTABLISH YOUR POINT OF DIFFERENCE

You exist in a crowded market

Don’t be afraid to trade off what makes you unique

Niche is good

Who / where is your audience / what are their habits?
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Don’t wait for the perfect moment
8



Thank you

mark@holeandcorner.com

holeandcorner.com

       @holeandcorner

       @Hole_and_Corner
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How can I 
help you?

The shift from 
computers as tools 
to assistants.

An explosion of 
design diversity.

More titles than 
ever before!

Affordable 
managed system 
and services.



So, what have we learnt…
38

• The consumer comes first
• Know your audience
• Never compromise on quality
• It’s not just a magazine
• Establish your point of 

difference
• Don’t reinvent the wheel
• Change is the norm



Q&A

Any Questions
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